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QUESTION 1

A company has configured several application servers to handle specific tasks using Ul cluster, Cron cluster and
Integration cluster. A requirement is that certain Cron tasks do not run on the UI cluster and the Integration cluster. 

What is one way to accomplished this? 

A. Add mxe.crontask.skip=[crontask name] to maximo properties file. 

B. Add mxe.crontask.donotrun=[crontask name] to maximo properties file. 

C. Add mxe.crontask.donotrun=[crontask name] to the crontask.properties file. 

D. On System Configuration -> Cron Task Setup, Select Action -> Reload Request, then uncheck "Run". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is a member of four Non-Independent security groups which have different purchase Order limits set for sites
within the same organization. Security Group 1 Site = Bedfont Purchase order limit = $1000 Security Group 2 Site =
Bedfont, Southbank Purchase order limit = S15000 Security Group 3 Site = Portsmouth Purchase order limit = $20000
Security Group 4 Site = Farnham Purchase order limit = S3000 What will the purchase order limit be for the user when
working with the Farnham site? 

A. $1000 

B. $3000 

C. $15000 

D. $20000 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company wishes to change the logic within a Workflow process but users currently have records within the process.
Which would be the correct method to achieve this? 

A. Create a process revision, validate, enable and activate it. 

B. Suspend the Workflow process, make the required changes and activate it. 

C. Disable and Deactivate the Workflow, make the required changes and activate it. 

D. Update the workflow process logic and perform an Admin Mode Database Configuration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 4

A company needs to implement a customization as part of the processing when an Asset record is saved in Maximo. It
plans to implement a script using the Save event on Object Launch Point. 

Which choice is available to configure when the script is executed? 

A. A Maximo Action initiates. 

B. The Object fields are initialized. 

C. A Maximo Conditional Expression is met. 

D. After the processing commits the data to the database. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has just installed Maximo and the Maximo administrator wants to create new security groups. 

Which Maximo security group must the administrator belong to? 

A. MAXREG 

B. MAXADMIN 

C. EVERYONE 

D. MAXDEFLTREG 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A company has a requirement to modify a purchase requisition publish channel and filter out requisitions that have a
status of APPR. This should be accomplished without developing any new code. 

Which method should they implement to accomplish this? 

A. User Exit 

B. Message Routing 

C. Processing Rules 

D. Automation Scripts 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7



A company wants to conditionally display data the user sees in a Maximo application. 

What choices are available to accomplish this? (Choose three.) 

A. Action 

B. Control 

C. Escalation 

D. Java Class 

E. Expression 

F. Automaton Script 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 8

A company is installing a new instance of Maximo on Linux and Maximo database creation fails. 

Where can files be found to help determine why it failed? (Choose two.) 

A. /opt/IBM/SMP/ConfgTool/logs/ 

B. /opt/IBM/SMP/properties/versions/ 

C. /opt/IBM/SMP/maximo/tool/maximo/logs/ 

D. /opt/IBM/SMP/ConfigTool/database/logs/ 

E. /opt/IBM/SMP/ConfigTool/ant/WAS_ND_Configuration/logs/ 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

A company is installing Maximo and will be configuring WebSphere on a remote server. They are able to login to the
WebSphere console from the installing workstation, but installation fails with an error that the WebSphere server cannot
be reached. 

What could be a possible cause of the error? 

A. Remote access has not been enabled on the server running WebSphere. 

B. The server running WebSphere does not have a fully-qualified domain name. 

C. The server running WebSphere is on a different network subnet than the installing workstation. 

D. The installing workstation is running a different operating system than the server running WebSphere. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 10

A global company has five geographical organizations and each organization must manage a unique list of vendors,
manufacturer couriers. What must be configured to meet these requirements? 

A. A company set with the "Automatically Add Companies to the Company Master" flag selected. 

B. A company set with the "Automatically Add Companies to the Company Master" flag unselected. 

C. The creation of an asset record that identifies all vendors, and manufacturers which automatically creates a
storeroom type location to track the asset. 

D. The creation of an item master record that identifies all vendors, manufacturers and couriers which automatically
creates a storeroom type location to track the item. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A Maximo application is deployed on a Application Server (JVM). During normal use of the application, the system
performance is inconsistent. 

Which one of the application server components would most impact this? 

A. JVM heap memory setting 

B. HTTP Server timeout settings 

C. Maximo database connection settings 

D. Deployment manager configuration setting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer must escalate a time based workflow assignment. 

Which of the following must be configured and/or created? (Choose three.) 

A. An Escalation Role. 

B. Identify the Auto-Accept role. 

C. A task node with an identified task lime limit. 

D. A labor record which is associated to a calendar. 

E. A calendar specific to the person being assigned the task. 

F. An escalation that checks the WFAssignment object and escalates the record when the task time limit is exceeded. 



Correct Answer: DEF 
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